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Method of fundamental solutions 
A novel theory of lifting surface in a subsonic flow 

L. DRAGO~ (BUCHAREST) 

IN THIS PAPER the method offunda mental solutions known from [4] in the case of the three-dimen
sional motion of fluids in the presence of bodies is developed by replacing the bodies surfaces by 
continuous distributions of momentum sources. To this purpose the perturbation of the uni
form motion of a fluid caused by the presence of a stationary point momentum (the steady 
fundamental solution) is determined. Using the method of superposition, the perturbation of 
the uniform motion of a fluid in the presence of a three-dimensional body which is assimilable 
with the domain of intersection of this body by the plane xOy (the lifting surface theory) is 
obtained. This perturbation is given by the formula (3.2). From the boundary conditions fol
lows the integral equation of the lifting surface in the form (4.6) or (4.9). As a particular case 
the solution of the plane problem as well as the Prandtl's representation and his integro-differ
ential equation from the lifting line theory are found. 

W pracy rozwini~to metod~ rozwi(lzail podstawowych znan(l z [4] dla przypadku tr6jwymiaro
wego ruchu plyn6w w obecnosci cial drog(l nst~pienia powierzchni tych cial przez ci~gle roz
klady zr6del p~du. Okreslono w tym celu perturbacj~ r6wnomiernego ruchu plynu wywolan'l 
obecnosci~ stacjonarnego . p~du punktowego (ustalone rozwi'lzanie podstawowe). Posluguj'lc 
si~ metod~ superpozycji otrzymano perturbacj~ r6wnomiernego ruchu plynu w obecnosci 
ciala tr6jwY.miarowego zgodnie z obszarem przeci~cia tego ciala plaszczyzn'l xOy (teoria po
wierzchni nosnej). Perturbacj~ t~ podaje wz6r (3.2). Z warunk6w brzegowych wynika r6wnanie 
calkowe dla powierzchni nosnych w postaci (4.6) lub (4.9). Jako przypadek szczeg6lny roz
patrzono rozwi¥anie zagadnienia plaskiego, jak r6wniei: reprezentacj~ Pandtla i jego r6wnanie 
r6i:niczkowo-calkowe z teorii linii nosnych. 

B pa6oTe pa3BepHYT MeTO~ <i>YH~aMeHTaJThHbiX pememrn, H3BeCTHbiH H3 (4], ,Z:VISI ~an 
TpeXMepHOrO ~BH>I<eHHH >I<H,z:n<OCTeH B npHCYTCTBHH TeJI nyTeM 3aMeHbi llOBepXHOCTH 3THX 
TeJI HenpepbiBHhiMH pacnpe~eJieHHHMH HCTOtrnm<oB HMnynnca. C 3TOH nenbiO onpe~ene
Ha nepTyp6aQHH paBHOMepHOrO ~BH>I<eHHH >I<H,z:n<OCTH, Bbi3BaHHaH npHCYTCTBHeM CTa.QHOHa• 
pHoro TOtietrnoro HMnynnca (ycraHOBHBmeecn <l>YH~aMeHTaJILHoe pemeHHe). IloCJIY>I<HBaHCb 
MeTO~OM cynepll03H.QHH, llOJiyqeHa nepryp6a.QHH paBHOMepHOrO ~BH>I<eHHH >I<H,z:n<OCTH B npH
CYTCTBHH TpexMepHoro TeJia cornacHo c o6JiaCTbiO nepecetieHHH 3Toro Tena nJIOCI<OCTbiO xOy 
(ieopHH Hecyrneil noaepXHOCTH). 3Ty nepryp6aQHIO ~aeT <PopMyna (3.2). lh rpaHHtiHhiX 
YCJIOBHH CJie~eT HHTerpaJibHOe ypaBHeHHe MH Hecyrueil ITOBepXHOCTH B B~e (4.6) HJIH (4.9). 
Kai< 'tlaCTH:biH cnyqail paccMoTpeHo pemeHHe nnoci<oH 3a~atiH, I<ai< Tome npe~craaneHHe 
IJpaH~TJIH H ero ~H$$epeH.QHaJIDHO-HHTerpaJibHOe ypaBHeHHe H3 TeOpHH HecyiUHX JIHHHH. 

1. Introduction 

THE CLASSICAL METHOD of replacing the presence of a body in an incompressible fluid 
by a continuous distribution of' sources or vortices situated on the body surface is now 
well-known. The solution of the equations of motion has then the form of an integral 
on the body surface (continuous superposition) with a priori unknown density of this 
kind of sources of vortices. The boundary conditions lead to an integral equation for the 
determination of the density. From the mathematical point of view this method is rig
orous. It consists in representing the solution of the Laplace equation by potentials of 
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a simple and double layer (in the case of the incompressible fluid the continuity equation 
in the hypothesis of irrotational flow leads to the Laplace equation). Nevertheless from 
the point of view of mechanics it has no justification since the body is not a distribution 
of mass or vortex sources. It is true that the experiments show that some vortices are 
separating from a body moving in a fluid, but the appearance of these vortices is an effect 
due to the presence of the body. In fact, the body transmits some momentum to the fluid 
and this leads to the formation of these vortices. Therefore it seems natural to replace the 
presence of the body by a continuous distribution of momentum sources. On the other 
hand, this idea stems from the Cauchy principle [15] by virtue of which we admit that 
there exists a continuous distribution of forces of the body surface of a priori unknown 
density which replaces the action of this body upon the fluid. This distribution must be 
introduced in the equations of motion of the fluid. Another fact which pleads against 
the idea of assimilation of a body by a distribution of mass or vortex sour_9es is: in order 
to obtain a solution satisfactory from the point of view of mechanics, we have to take also 
into account the layer of free vortices behind the body (see for instance the Prandtl theory 
of the lifting line). This idea is still artificial since the vortices behind the body are a con
sequence of the body. From the mathematical point of view the representation of the sol
ution as continuous distributions of sources or vortices on the body is too poor to be 
able to take into account all the necessary boundary condition. 

In [3] we suggested the replacement of the body surface by a continuous distribution 
of momentum. We applied this idea in [4] to the case of the plane steady motion of a com
pressible fluid using the linearized equations; the theory of thin airfoils is given as illustra
tion. In the present paper we ·apply this method to the three-dimensional problem of 
compressible (or incompressible) fluids in subsonic flow (the supersonic case ~ill be treated 
elsewhere) and, as an example, the theory of the lifting surface is considered. In this 
way we regain as naturally and simply as possible the more particular representations of 
the incompressible flow obtained in the hypothesis that the body is replaced by distribu
tions of connected and free vortices [16, 17, 2] as well as the general representation 
of the compressible motion given by HOMENTCOVSCHI in [8] by means of distributional 
equations. We regain also the integral equations given by the quoted authors. The sol
ution given here is valid for compressible fluids in the frame of the linearized theory 
and for thick airfoils. 

2. Stationary fundamental solution 

The perturbation eo V5p, V0 v produced by a point momentum source of intensity f0 , 

which acts stationary at the origin of the system of coordinates, in a uniform motion 
whose velocity is V0 along the Ox-axis, of a compressible fluid which obeys the law of 
perfect gas, is determined, in the linear approximation by the following system [3]: 

M 2 opjox+divv = 0, 

(2.1) 8vfox+gradp = fb(x), 

lim (p, v) = 0, 
X-+-00 
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METHOD OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 581 

where eo is the density of the unperturbed motion, M = V0 /c0 (c5 = yp0 /e 0 ) is the 

Mach number (c0 stands for the velocity of the sound) of the unperturbed motion and f 

differs from f 0 by a scalar factor which has no importance for the subsequent consider

ations. The solution of the system (2.1) has been determined in [5]. In the subsonic case 

(M < 1) we obtain 

1( o o o)I 
P = - 4n / 1 ox +!2oy +!3 oz R' 

v 1 = ft H(x) b(y, z)-p, 
(2.2) 

where 

(2.2') 

or. after some elementary calculations, 

h 0 l /2 0 y ( X ) /3 0 Z ( X ) 
v2 = f2H(x) b(y , z) + -4-:;; oy R- 4n oy y2 + z 2 .I +R - -4;- oy y2 +z2 1 +R , 

(2.3) 

h o I / 2 o y ( X ) /3 o Z ( X ) 
v 3 = f 3 H(x) b(y, z) + 47"i Tz R- -4n oz y 2 +z2 I +R - 4n- oz y 2 +z2 1 +R · 

This is the form of the solution given in [5]. From its form it can be seen that the per

turbation is irrotational except for the Ox-axis downstream the perturbation source 

(x > 0). This result explains the presence of the vortices downstream the body which 

is the momentum source if we determine the perturbation of the fluid as discontinuous 

superposition of perturbation~ of the form (2.3). Nevertheless in the following we shall 

not use the form of the solution which follows from Eq. (2.3). 
Since 

- !l'- 1 ( I )- _I 
{Fcd+e<~+cd - 4nR 

it follows 

( 
02 02 02 ) 1 

(3 2 - +- +-- -- = -b(x) 
· ox 2 oy2 oz2 4nR 

and therefore 

I
X dx 1 rx ( o2 o2 

) dx IX __ _ = _ __ 132 _ + __ ·- ·- b(x)dx 
R 4n .. ox2 oy 2 R 

- 00 - 00 -00 

X 

(32 0 l 02 
- ·-- --- ----

4n ox R 4n oy2 I dx 
R -- -H(x)b(y, z). 

- 00 
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582 L. DRAGO~ 

Substituting this into Eq. (2.2) and taking into account 

it follows 

h 0 1 1 ( 0 0 ) y ( X ) {3
2 

0 1 (2.4) v3 (x,y, z) = 4n oz R- 4n ! 2 oz -!3 oy y 2 +z2 1 +R - 4n 13 ox R.-
and, similarly, 

h 0 1 1 ( 0 0 ) Z ( X) {3
2 

0 1 <2·5) v 2 (x,y,z) = 4n- oy R+ -4n ! 2 oz -!3 oy y 2 +z2 1+ R - -4n 12ox ]i• 

This is the form which shall be used in the following. 
Obviously the fundamental solution is important not only for the theory presented in 

this paper but also for some other problems. 

3. Theory of lifting surface. Representation of the solution 

Let us now determine the perturbation produced in a subsonic uniform motion of 
velocity V0 along the Ox-axis, of a compressible fluid, by the presence of a three-dimen
.sional body whose proje~tion on the xOy plane forms the domain D (Fig. 1). We de
note by 

(3.1) z = h±(x, y), · (x, y) ED 

+b 

X 

FIG. t. 
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METHOD OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 583. 

the equations of the upper and lower edge of this airfoil, the functions h± (x, y) are de
fined on D and they are smooth and uniformly bounded by a small number such that we 
may assume that the perturbation produced by the airfoil in the fluid satisfies the linear
ized equations of motion. By virtue of the discussion in the introduction we shall replace 
the presence of this body by continuous distributions of momentum sources of unknown 
intensity f. For the sake of simplicity we define this distribution on D and neglect the 
component f 2 along the span since this component is not essential (i.e. it does not influence 
the lifting). Taking into account Eqs. (2.2) 1 , (2.4) and (2.5), in the exterior of D, we ob-
tain the following sol uti on: ' 

~(x, y, z) ~ - },J 1 g(~. TJ)! u )a~dTJ- 4~1 1t<~. TJ)! ( ~ )a~dTJ, 

(3.2)- v2(x, y, z) ~ 4~ J 1 [ g(~, TJ) ~ ( ~) -[(~, TJ) ~ (Y-TJ;2 + z2 (1+ x~ ~) ]d~dTJ, 
v3(x, y, z) ~ 4~ J J g(~, TJ)! ( ~) d~dTJ 

+ ;,J 1 f(~, TJ) a~ [ (Y_YTJ)}+z2 (I+ x~ ~)] d~d'1 
-E_JJ f( ~' r;) !___(_!_) d~dr;" 

4.n ox r 
D 

where, throughout the paper, we denote 

r = y(x-~)2+f12(y-r;)2+tJ2z2, ro = y(x-~)2+f12(y-r;)2, 

r1 = yx2+/12(y-r;) 2+/12Z2, f=/3, g =ft. 
(3.3) 

The representation (3.2) reduces to that known in the literature for the incompressible 
fluid in the presence of the airfoil without thickness [2, 16, 17], if we take p = 1 and g = 0 
and to that given by Homentcovschi [8] for the general case of the compressible fluid in 
the presence of the airfoil with thickness. 

Applying the Green formula we obtain 

Jj f(~, TJ) a~ [ (y _YTJ)2TJ+ z2 (I + x ~ ~)] d~dTJ 

= - J 1 fa~ [ {y_YTJ)2TJ+z2 (I+ x~~)] d~dTJ 

= - J 1 ~ [ f(Y!TJ)2:z2 (I+ x~~) ]d~dTJ+ J 1 :~ (Y_YTJ)2:z2 (I+ x~~) d~dTJ 

~ .f f(~, TJ) (Y_YTJ)2TJ+z2 (I+ x~~) d~+ J 1 :~ (Y_YTJ)2:z2 (I+ x~~) d~d'1 
and from the identity 

a (_!_) a (! y-r;) of y-r; 1 
fOX r = 01') r X-~ - 01] X-~ r 
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584 L. DRAGO~ 

it follows that 

-Jff}_(_!_) d~d = ff Y-rJ d~+JJ of Y-rJ d~d'YJ . 
ox r 'YJ L r x- ~ O'YJ x- ~ r 

D m D 

therefore v3 may be written in the form 

(3.4) v3(x,y. z) ~ 4~ J 1g! (! )d~d'}+ 4~ J f(Y!'1)2'1+z2 (1 + x~~ )d; 

+ _1 JJ of Y-'YJ (1 + x-~)d~d + /!_2_ f f Y-'YJ d~ 
4n O'YJ (y- 'Y}) 2 +z2 r 'YJ 4n r x-~ 

D oD . 

+_E_JJ of y-rJ d~d'YJ. 
4n O'YJ x-~ r 

D 

This form of v 3 will lead us to the integral equation given by HOME:NTCOVSCHI in [8]. We 
preferred the transformations prior to the passage to the limit because in the limit the 

__;rals become singular. 

4. Integral equation of the lifting surface 

Let us now impose the boundary conditions 

(4.1) v3{x, y, ±0) = h~ (x, y), (x, y) ED, 

where h' = oh/ ox, which follows from the slip condition of the fluid on the surface of the 
airfoil. Therefore it is necessary to calculate p(x, y, ±0), v3(x, y, ±0) for (x, y) ED. 
The first term from the expression of the perturbation p is the tangential derivative of 
a single layer potential, hence it is a continuous function. The second term is the normal 
derivative of the same potential; it then follows: 

(4.2) p(x, y, ±0) ~ - 4~ J 1 g(~. '})! ( :
0 

)d;d'J± ~ f(x, y) 

whence we obtain the significance of the density f(x, y) 

(4.3) f(x, y) = p(x, y, +0)-p(x, y, -0) 

which is of fundamental importance for the calculation of the lifting. 
In the expression of v3 given by Eq. (3 .2) we shall use the following formula proved 

in t~e Appendix: 

(4.4) lim JJf(~, 'YJ) ';lo [( Yy'YJ 2 (1 + x-~ )] d~d'YJ 
z_,. ±o uy y-'Y} + z r 

(x, y)eD D 

~ PF f 1 ~~*i (I+ x~;)d~d1J+/l2 f 1 j(;, 1J)! (,~) d;d'J, 

where PF is the symbol for the "Finite Part" in the Hadamard sense. By passing to the 
limit it follows that -

- 1 1 J. If(~' 'YJ )' ( X- ~ ) (4.5) v3(x, y, ±0) = + 2g(x, y)+4~-PF D (Y~'YJ)2 1 +ro- ~~d'Yj. 
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METHOD OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 585 

Introducing this into Eq. (4.1), adding and subtracting the two obtained equations, we 
find for (x, y) ED 

(4.6) 1 J -Jf(~, 'Y}) ( X-~) 
2n PF D (y-'Y})2 1 +---,:;;- d~d'YJ = H(x, y), 

(4.7) g(x, y) = h~(x, y)-h~(x, y), 

where 

H(x, y) = h~(x, y)+h~(x, y). 

Equation ( 4.6) is the equation of the lifting surface from which f has to be determined. 
Under various forms for the incompressible fluid and for the airfoil without thickness 
it can be found in [17, 2, 1] and may be in the works of some other authors. For fluids, 
with chemical reactions it has a more general form given in [11]. Obviously, for airfoils 
without thickness we have in addition g = 0. 

Passing to the limit in Eq. (3.4) and taking into account Eqs. (A.3) and (A.6) it follows 
for (x, y) ED 

(4.8) 1 1 ff(~, 'Y}) ( X-~) v 3 (x, y, ±0) = . + Tg(x, y)+ 4 -- 1 +-- d~ 
n av y-'Y} ro 

where we denote [8] 

J J k(x, y, ~' 'Y})d~d'YJ =lim J J k(x, y, ~' 'YJ)d~d'YJ, 
D= e->-0 D-D~ 

D':: being a strip parallel to Ox, centered in (x, y) and having the tP.ickness 2c:. Introducing 
Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.1) and proceeding as in the above, the Homentcovschi equation [8] 
follows: 

(4.9) _1_ ftc~, ) x-~+ro d~+-1 If of d~d'YJ 
2n 'YJ (x-~)(y-r;) 2n O'YJ y-r; 

aD D= 

1 If of rod~dr; 
+ 2n or; (x-~)(y-'Y}) = H(x, y), 

D# .. 

(x, y) ED. 

This derivation avoids the calculation with singular integrals. 
The form of the domain D imposes restrictions on the unknown f(x, y). We shall 

denote by x = x_ (y) the equation of the leading edge and by x = x+ (y) the equation of 
the trailing edge in the xOy plane (Fig. 1). Obviously x_(y) and x+(y) are assigned func
tions. IL the leading edge and the trailing edge are meeting at the points (0,- b) and 
(0, +b),then 

(4.10) x_(±b) = x+(±b). 

3 Arch. Mech. Stos. 5-6/83 
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586 L. DRAGO~ 

If at the ends y = ± b the domain D is bounded by segments parallel tb -Ox, as it is for 
instance in the case of the rectangular wing, then we shall put the condition 

(4.11) f(x, ±b) = 0, x_ < x < x+ 

which, as it follows from Eq. (4.3), expresses the condition of continuity of the pressure 
at the side edges y = ± b (condition of the Kutta-Jucovschi type). 

In the following we shall use the identity 

1 ( x-~) _!_____ x-;+r0 

(4.12) (y-rJ)2 1+~ = OrJ (x-~)(y-rJ)' 

too. It may be easily checked. 

S. Wing of infinite span (Plane problem) 

In order to obtain the theory of the wing of infinite span (the plane solution), we 
have to assume that in any plane parallel to xOz the airfoil has the same form, that is to 
suppose that Eqs. (3.1) are of the form z = h±(x) and D is a rectangular domain 
(-a < x < a, -b < y < b) for which b-+ oo. This implies to put g = g(~) andf = f(~) 
in Eq. (3.2). By denoting s2 = (x- ;)2 + {J2z2

, we have 

b 

lim r _!_____ (_!_)arJ = (x- ;) lim Y-rJ lf]=b = _ 2(x- ;) 
b-.r:~ .. ox r b-+oos2ys2+fJ2(y-rJ)2 fl=-b s2f3 ' 

-b 

then, from Eq. (3.2) the representation given in [4] follows: 

a 

( . ) = _ 1_ f (x-;)g(;)+f32zf(;) a; 
p x, z h{J (x-;)2+f32z2 ' 

-a 
(5.1) 

In the integral equation (4.6) we shall use Eq. (4.12) and we shall remark that 

lim x-s-+ro = ---. t: lf]=b 2{3 

b-+ oo (x- ~) (y - rJ) f1 = - b x- ~ 

The known integral equation the; . follows: 
• a 

(5.2) }!_ 'f [<~) a; = h~ (x) + h~ (x), lxl < a. 
n s--X 

-a 

6. Tbeoey of lifting line 

In the theory of the lifting line {PRANDTL's theory [14]) the unknown function is the 
circulation C(y) on the curve which delimitates the airfoil in the section of the body with 
the plane y = const and the thicknes~ of the airfoil is neglected (g = 0). This last condi-
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tion implies v1 = - p, as it follows from Eq. (2.2)2 • In the approximation of the linear 
theory it follows that 

x_(y) x+ 

C(y) = f v · dx = J v1 (x, y, -O)dx+ J v 1 (x, y, +O)dx 
x +(Y) x_ 

X+ X+ X+ 

= J [ivli]dx = - J [ipi]dx = - J f(x, y)dx. 
x_ x_ X_ 

Therefore 
E+('l) 

(6.1) C(rJ) = - j f(~, rJ)d~. 
E-('1) 

From Eqs. (4.10) or (4.11) it follows 

(6.2) C(±b)-= 0. 

In the Prandtl's theory the airfoil in the plane xOy, therefore the domain D, is assimilated 

with the segment ( -b, +b). This is the hypothesis of the lifting line. In order to see what 

happens to the integrals from Eq. (3.2) as [~_(rJ), rJ]-+ [0, rJ] +- [~+(rJ), rJ], we shall apply 

the formula of the average. For a continuous function k we have 

b ;+ 

lim J J f(~, rJ)k(x, y, z, ~' rJ)d~drJ =lim J drJ J f(~, rj)k(x, y, z, ~' rJ)d~ 
D -b E-

b b 

=lim J k(x, y, z, ~*, rJ)C(rJ)drJ = J k(x, y, z, 0, rJ)C(rj)drJ, 
-b -b 

where~* E (~-, ~+). Applying this reasoning and taking into account Eq. (6.2), it follows 

that 
b 

(32 j" z v1 = -p = -
4 

· C(rJ)-3 drJ, 
n r 1 

-b 

v2 = _41 -;,a f• C('l) ( : ;2 2 (1 +~) drJ 
n uy -b y-rJ +z rt. 

(6 3) b b ( -

. - _ _ !__ f C(rJ) _!____ z (1 +~)drJ - _1 f -~ z 1 + ~) drJ 
- 4n OrJ (y-rJ)2+z2 . r 1 - 4n dr] (y-rJ)2+z2 r 1 ' 

-b -b 

b 

v3 = ·--1-~ f C(rJ) Y-rJ (1 +-~) dr;- f!__l_ C(rJ)-~ dr; 
4n oy (y-rj)2 + z2 rl 4n - d 

-b -

b b 

- _ _!_ J de Y-rJ (t+~)d _£__fcc )~d 
- 4n -b drJ (y-rJ) 2 +z2 r 1 rJ 4n -b rJ d rJ· 

For f3 = 1 the famous Prandtl's representation [12] is obtained. 
In order to see what becomes of Eq. (4.6), we shall make use of a reasoning which 

exists in essence in the papers of WEISINGER [17] and HoMENTCOVSCHI [9, 10, 11]. On the 

3* 
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basis of the identity (4.12) and assuming that PF commutes with the differentiation (for 
the simple integral this is proved in [13]), it follows that 

PF J J t~~2 (1 + x~~ )d~d1J =- O~ ~[ f(~. 1}) (x~~)~;~) d~d7J 
b 

a 'j'" C('YJ) a JJ ro 
= ay Y-rJ dYJ- ay f(~, rJ) (x-~)(y-rJ) d~d'YJ 

-b D* 

b 

= PF f C(1J) O~ ( Y~T/ )d7J- O~ J f Pf(~. 1J) 
8~~~7/) d~d1J+ O(s2lns) 

-b D= ' 
b 0 J -~~ /'!

11 
-2P £[ f(~, 7J) 

6~~~1}) d~d1]+0(s2 lns) 
b x+(Y) 'J de_ _ __!l!j_- 2{3 ' { f(~' y) d~ + O(e2ln e) 

dr] y-'Yj "' X-~ 
- b x_(y) • 

the significance of the term O(e2Ine) being rigorously shown by HoMENTCOVSCHI in [9]. 
Up to this term, the integral equation (4.6) reduces to 

X+ b 

(6.4) f!_ 'f f(~' y) d~ = _!_ 'f dC _ __!l!j_- H(x' y) = L(x' y). 
n x-~ 2n dr] y-'Yj 

x_ -b 

Considering the right-hand side of (6.4) as known, in (6.4) we have the equation of the 
thin profiles from the plane flow. Imposing at the trailing edge Kutta-Jucovschi condi
tion (i.e. f ID~St be bounded for X = X+} it follows 

(6.5) 

- - X+ --

{Jf(x,y) = _ _!_
1

j x+-x 'j-. lt-x_ L(t,y) dt 
n · x-x+ V x+-t t-x 

x_ 

b X 

= _ _!_ 1 j x+ -x 'j" dC _ __!!]___+_!_-.I~+ -x 'J+-. I J-x_ H(t, y) dt. 
2n J' - x-x_ dr] y-'Yj n V x-x_ V x+ -t t-x 

-b x_ 

Integrating the equation on the interval (x_, x+) and taking into account the relation 

fx+-./x+-x n 
V x-x_ dx = 2 (x+ -x_), 

X_ 

(6.6) 

we obtain the Prandtl's equation [12] 

(6.7) 

b 
I • dC 

{JC(y) = a(y) j --+ 4na(y)j(y), 
y-'Yj 

-b 

where 4a(y) = x+(y)-x_(y) and 
X+ --

-4na(y)j(y) = J -. lt-x_ H(t, y)dt. Jl X+ -t 
x_ 
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Appendix 

Using the notation 

(A.1) 

.;+(17) 

K(x,y,z,rJ) = J f(~,rJ)(l+ x~~)a~. 
.;_(1J) I 

where, as in Eq. (6.1), ~ = ~-(r;) is the equation of the leading edge in D and~= ~+(r;) 

is the equation of the trailing edge, from Eqs. ( 4.1 0) or ( 4.11) it follows: 

(A.2) K(x, y, z, ±b) = 0. 

We have also 
\ 

(A.3) If y-r; ( X-~) 
F(x, y, z) = D f(~, r;) (y=:.r;) 2 +z2 1 + - ,- d~dr; 

As in [2] we shall introduce in addition the function 

+b 

(A.4) G( ) f zK(x, y, z, r;) d 
x, y, z = (y-r;)2+zz r; 

-b 

such that we have 

+b +b 

(A.5) G+iF = f [z+i(y-r;)]K(x, y, z, r;) d = _!__ f K(x, ~:_;___ r;) dr; 
' (y - r; + iz )(y- r; - iz) r; i r; - C ' 

-b -b 

where C = y+ iz. Equation (A.5) is an integral of the Cauchy type for which we may 

use the Plemelj formulae of passage to the limit for z -~ O[C ~ y E ( -b, +b)]. Also, the 

density K depends on the variable z which tends to the limit, but as it is shown in [7] p. 77, 

the Plemelj formulae are valid in this case, too. Applying these formulae and separating 

the imaginary part, it follows that 

(A.6) 

b . 

F(x, y, ±0) = 'J K(x, y, O, r;) dr; = j"'J !(~, r;) (1 + x :':... ~)d~dr; 
y-r; y-r; ~ 

-b D= 

the integral in D= being defined in Eq. (4.8) 1 • It exists because the principal value in the 

Cauchy sense, from which it is derived, exists. 

Let us now differentiate the integral (A.5) with respect to y. It follows that 

+b +b 

aG + i aF_ = _!_ J !.~- _!!!1_ _ _!__ J K(x, y, z, r;) dr;. 
ay ay i ay r;- c i .. (r;- C) 2 

-b -b 

The first integral is of the Cauchy type, the second is of the type of those studied by Fox 
[6]. Using the formulae of passage to the limit for this kind of integrals we obtain 
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590 L. DRAGO~ 

b 

( oG . oF) - +l-oy oy z= ±o 
ye(-b, +b) 

oK 1 'f oK d'YJ ±n~(x,y, O,y)+--;- ~(x,y, 0, 'Y}) - -uy z uy 'Y}- y 
-b 

whence 
b b 

( ~~L±. 'J !_K ( 0 ) _!!!]_ PF J K(x, y, 0, 'YJ) d ~ X' y' ' 'YJ + ( )2 'YJ· ~ y-'Yj y-'Y} 
-b -b ye( -b, +b) 

This result is proved by the formula ( 4.4). 
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